Team Nigma and Galaxy Racer Announce Merger

Team Nigma will head up the esports team division of Galaxy Racer, the fastest growing
gaming and lifestyle organisation from MENA, to become Nigma Galaxy, which will house
rosters across all major esports titles and will look to create better opportunities for players
in the Middle East and become a globally recognised brand
20th September 2021, Dubai, United Arab Emirates: Galaxy Racer, the biggest esports,
content and lifestyle organisation, based in the Middle East, North Africa and South-East Asia,
and Team Nigma, the biggest competitive gaming team in the MENA region, which was
founded by The International 7 Champions, today announce they are merging to become
Nigma Galaxy, a new esports powerhouse.
Based in Abu Dhabi, Team Nigma will become Nigma Galaxy, heading up the esports team
division of Galaxy Racer which currently carries rosters across all major titles with over 60
players from over 20 countries. The merger will unite both brands, including their ambitions
for the MENA region and international growth, while also allowing each to retain their visual
identity.
Together the new organisation will look to build an authentic voice for the MENA region,
establish itself as the #1 esports organisation in the world and give its players an international
platform. Nigma Galaxy will look to become a household name for players of the region to be
proud of, and with aspirations to become a global player it will also use existing resources
from Galaxy Racer to expand further within Europe, South and North America, Southeast Asia
and China.
Galaxy Racer launched in 2019 and has already become one of the biggest esports
organisations globally, and the only entity in the MENA region with a significant international
presence. The organisation prides itself on having five separate business offerings; Esports
Teams, Content Creators, Tournaments Management, Merchandising and Lifestyle and GXR
Records, a newly established record label that already carries two signed artists from MENA.

Within its first year of opening, Galaxy Racer onboarded some of the biggest content creators
in the MENA and Asia regions and currently carries over 80 creators with a reach of over 370
million followers across all platforms. Its content creators roster includes some of the biggest
YouTube channels with over 2 billion views across all platforms; Abo Flah, the biggest and
fastest-growing gaming channel in the Arabic speaking world. Galaxy Racer also carries
esports rosters across all major titles including League of Legends, VALORANT, CS:GO, Free
Fire, PUBG MOBILE, BGMI and Fortnite.
Paul Roy, CEO and Founder of Galaxy Racer, commented: “We are excited to announce
our merger with Team Nigma to transform our competitive esports division into Nigma Galaxy.
Team Nigma’s leadership team carries vast experience as professional players, which we
believe will be a great asset to building and supporting all the teams under the Nigma Galaxy
banner.
“Celebrating and nurturing the untapped gaming community around the world is what Galaxy
Racer was founded on. With this merger, we believe we will be able to truly unlock this
potential and shape the future of esports on a global scale.”
Team Nigma, a professional Dota 2 esports organisation, was founded in 2019 by former
Team Liquid members Mohamed Morad and Christoph Timm as well as four out of five of the
champions of The International 2017, Miracle-, Gh, MinD_ContRoL and KuroKy. Within the
space of a year, Team Nigma secured a landmark partnership with Etihad Airways, the national
airline of the UAE, becoming the first esports team to be sponsored by an airline. Based out
of Abu Dhabi, Team Nigma also recently partnered with one of the largest telco providers,
Etisalat, hosting the biggest Dota 2 tournament in the MENA region - ‘Rising Stars’.
The merger will see Team Nigma become Nigma Galaxy, the esports team division of Galaxy
Racer which will be led by Team Nigma’s co-founders, Mohamed Morad, Christoph Timm and
Kuro "KuroKy" Salehi Takhasomi. Leveraging Team Nigma’s vast experience, they will help to
nurture the development of each roster with players from Nigma’s current Dota 2 roster also
joining the new division.
Mohammed Morad, Co-Founder of Team Nigma commented: “We are thrilled to
announce our merger with Galaxy Racer. Galaxy Racer has a brilliant understanding of the
entertainment business and together we share a mutual passion for supporting and nurturing
talent within the MENA region. There is also a lot of natural synergy between our brands with
Nigma meaning “star” in Arabic. Before this merger, Nigma was a single star. By becoming
Nigma Galaxy, we will have a Galaxy full of stars.”
Nigma Galaxy will operate as a standalone entity with its own budget, brand, direction and
identity, retaining the current Team Nigma colours. While Galaxy Racer will also retain its
brand identity and will be able to focus on developing its already-robust content creator
structure and additional branches to the business. Nigma released its first apparel line last
year and will be updating their merchandise in line with the brand update. The organisation
will be sending free merchandise to all fans who purchased its first line.
Nigma Galaxy and Galaxy Racer share a common goal of creating better opportunities in the
Middle East and Asia to support home-grown talent. The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and
MENA region is considered to be one of the fastest-growing gaming sectors globally, with 100
million gamers playing in 2020 alone.

According to a recent YouGov study, while familiarity with esports in the MENA was lower
compared to Asian countries like China, the population had much higher engagement
compared to Western countries like the United States and United Kingdom. The study went
on to highlight that in the Middle East, Egypt has the highest gamer population (68%) followed
by the UAE (65%), Saudi Arabia (61%) and Iraq (57%) - these four countries have bigger
gaming populations than France, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
However, without the infrastructure, funding and support within the region, most competitive
gamers have been forced to forge their careers abroad. This merger will enable Nigma Galaxy
to create a better support structure and provide upcoming talent with the resources needed
for them to be able to pursue a career in the esports and gaming industry. This includes plans
to create and develop the Nigma Galaxy Academy, which will help nurture young gamers’
talent within the region.
Nigma Galaxy will also join Abu Dhabi Gaming (AD Gaming), a new initiative that launched
earlier this year. Pioneered by twofour54 Abu Dhabi, the initiative will champion the
development of regional talent and bring a calendar of year-round gaming events to Abu
Dhabi, and aggregates the emirate’s drive to build a thriving gaming and esports ecosystem.
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About Nigma Galaxy:
Nigma Galaxy was founded in 2021 and is the esports team division of the world’s fastest
growing gaming and lifestyle organisation from the MENA region with a global reach, Galaxy
Racer. The division features an impressive roster of eleven esports teams in League of
Legends, Dota 2, CS:GO, Fortnite, VALORANT, PUBG Mobile, BGMI and Free Fire.
Nigma Galaxy is a standalone entity that is helping build esports infrastructure and supporting
local talent in the region.
Combining the experience, talent and resources from two of the most renowned gaming and
esports brands in MENA and with an impressive global reach, Nigma Galaxy is already one of
the biggest esports organisations in the world from the region, with its sights set on becoming
the strongest competitive gaming roster globally.
Taking inspiration from Galaxy Racer’s values of diversity and equal representation in esports,
with over 60 male and female esports athletes from over 20 countries, Nigma Galaxy is
continuing its parent brand’s support for young female talent.
Nigma Galaxy website: www.nigmagalaxy.com

About Galaxy Racer (GXR):
Galaxy Racer (GXR) was founded in 2019 and is one of the fastest-growing global esports
organizations in the world, with an impressive roster of eleven esports teams in Dota 2,
League of Legends, CS:GO, Fortnite, Valorant, PUBG Mobile, BGMI and Free Fire.
At GXR, we value our diversity and equal representation in esports, with over 60 male and
female esports athletes from over 20 countries, with over 100 content creators across Middle
East North Africa (MENA) and Southeast Asia (SEA), amassing over 370 million followers and
generating over 2 billion monthly views.
GXR has formed a global partnership with Waverider, an IP content creation and management
company centred around pop culture and entertainment.
GXR has joined forces with Waverider, to organise the inaugural edition of POPC Live! in Dubai
in March 2022, the Middle East’s biggest esports, comics and YouTubers’ pop culture festival,
with the support of Brand Dubai, the creative arm of the Government of Dubai Media Office
(GDMO).
GXR is the organizer in Dubai for the Girl Gamer Festival - the first and only ‘Esports Festival’
to celebrate women’s competitiveness in video games.
GXR organized Australia’s largest independent Fortnite tournament for the esports community
and Fortnite tournaments in India and Pakistan, each tournament with a US$10,000 prize
pool.
GXR joined forces together with Arsenal superstar English Premier League footballer PierreEmerick Aubameyang and his brother William-Fils "Willy" Aubameyang, by hosting the firstever Fortnite esports tournament between Europe and the Middle East with a EURO 10,000
prize pool.

GXR has formed a partnership with eLaliga, the top professional football division of the Spanish
league system. This partnership is the first time a Dubai-based esports organisation will team
up with a significant worldwide FIFA event.
GXR has announced a three-year partnership with Spanish football league LaLiga. The
partnership will see both entities collaborate to create an original content series that will
feature players from LaLiga, as well as GXR’s influencers.
GXR provides live streaming and gaming talents with brand endorsement deals, streaming
contracts, creator collaborations, digital rights management, monetization, offline event
opportunities, managing their social media channels and content programming.
Galaxy Racer website: https://galaxyracer.gg
For the latest Galaxy Racer news and activities, please follow us on:
Twitch:
Twitch:
YouTube:
YouTube:
Instagram:
Instagram:
Instagram:
Facebook:
Facebook:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

https://www.twitch.tv/galaxyracerdxb
https://www.twitch.tv/galaxyracer_ar
https://www.youtube.com/c/GalaxyRacer
https://bit.ly/galaxyracerindia
https://www.instagram.com/galaxyracerdxb
https://www.instagram.com/galaxyracerindia
https://www.instagram.com/galaxyracer.sea
https://www.facebook.com/galaxyraceresports
https://www.facebook.com/galaxyracersea
https://twitter.com/galaxyracerdxb
https://www.linkedin.com/company/galaxy-racer-dxb

